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Company Information

Headquarters

Industry

Web site

Thuwal, Saudi Arabia

Higher education and research

www.kaust.edu.sa/en

Founded in 2009, King Abdullah University of Science and Technology (KAUST) is a private research 

university offering a range of postgraduate degree programs. With a vision to become a beacon of knowledge 

that bridges people and cultures for the betterment of humanity, the university attracts students and teaching 

staff from around the globe.

KAUST aims to provide high-quality campus services and facilities that enable students to fulfill their 

intellectual potential in a state-of-the-art and enjoyable environment. Providing a home for students, faculty, 

and support staff – and their families – the campus at KAUST has all the services you’d expect to see in a 

small town. This includes a wide range of restaurants that cater to every taste and nationality.

The university wanted to offer dining experiences that enable staff and students to relax and share ideas as 

well as meals. To support this aim, it launched a program to explore how new technologies such as mobile 

apps, facial recognition, digital payments, and drone delivery can make the food-ordering process more 

convenient, personalized, and environmentally friendly. 

http://www.kaust.edu.sa/en
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Challenge

Solution

Outcome

Our new Café Dining eco-

system sets KAUST apart 

as a living laboratory that 

leverages new technologies 

and processes. We’re 

developing a personalized 

experience that adapts 

to everyone’s needs, is 

environmentally friendly, 

and creates a highly 

collaborative environment 

in all our dining facilities.

Christopher J. Sealey, 

Vice President Community Life, 

King Abdullah University of Science 

and Technology

The university worked with experts at SAP and Apple Inc. to develop the Café Dining ecosystem, using 

SAP® Cloud Platform SDK for iOS to develop a native iOS app for Apple iPhone and iPad devices. This mobile 

app interacts with a back end based on SAP Cloud Platform.

Customers benefit from enhanced dining experiences with reduced waiting times and more convenient ordering 

arrangements. Vendors gain insights into customer preferences and can manage complex demand cycles more 

effectively with reduced waste. In addition, the university administration can monitor vendor performance better.

7,000

KAUST wanted to make the dining experience more enjoyable and personalized by streamlining food-ordering 

processes and cutting queuing times, enabling customers to network and collaborate in an environment that 

suits their needs.

Nationalities 

represented 

among students 

and staff
112 Restaurants on 

campus>30

Offering a Digital Dining Experience with Native iOS Apps

People living in 

the campus 

community

King Abdullah University of Science and Technology
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Business Challenges and Objectives

More than 7,000 people live on campus and use the restaurant facilities at KAUST. However, the university 

administration didn’t have access to the information about user preferences or vendor performance it needed 

to enhance and refine its catering services. 

At peak times, there could be long queues at some of the restaurants. Furthermore, the lack of a digital 

payment process slowed down the pace at which people could be served. 

For vendors, it was a challenge managing complex demand cycles. In addition, a lack of feedback made it 

difficult to tailor offerings to meet the needs of customers from 112 different countries.

KAUST wanted to deploy a new ecosystem that would:

▪ Offer a personalized digital experience that enables restaurant users to review menus, place orders, and pay 

for meals using their smart devices

▪ Provide vendors with forecasting information that helps them manage demand more effectively to reduce 

waiting times, and deliver insights that allow them to tailor menus to meet user preferences

▪ Give the university administration an overview of restaurant performance and support planning decision-

making to help ensure users’ needs are catered to

▪ Allow new ideas and technologies to be tested with real users and fail fast, boosting efficiency and innovation
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Project or Use Case Details

As part of an innovation laboratory initiative, KAUST developed the Café Dining ecosystem 

in collaboration with experts from SAP and Apple. A customer-centric process involved an 

SAP Design Thinking workshop with SAP AppHaus to identify key requirements. 

Using SAP Cloud Platform SDK for iOS, the team developed a mobile app that runs on 

SAP Cloud Platform. The app integrates with the SAP Analytics Cloud solution and Experience 

Management solutions from SAP. 

Customers see a personalized screen showing recommendations based on previous food 

choices and purchase history. They can then scroll through menus, read nutritional information, 

book a time slot to pick up their food, and make a digital payment. Following their meal, diners 

are asked for feedback on their experience using survey functionality within Experience 

Management solutions from SAP. With food preordered using the app, vendors can plan staffing 

and food preparation more effectively according to demand, reducing food waste due to 

overprovisioning. Meanwhile, queues decrease significantly, and customers have a more 

enjoyable dining experience. 

Future developments for the app include the use of Internet of Things (IoT) technology to enable 

delivery by robot. Also planned are facial and food recognition technology at pickup and payment 

points and artificial intelligence (AI) chatbots that help customers use the app.
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Business or Social IT Human Empowerment

Benefits and Outcomes

▪ Improved dining experiences 

for staff and students, helping 

ensure the KAUST campus is 

an attractive place to live and 

work

▪ In-depth insights into the 

catering provision required to 

meet the needs and tastes of 

students and staff, enabling 

more-informed resource 

planning

▪ Lower food waste and CO2

emissions as a result of more-

efficient food preparation and 

resource planning

▪ Targeted waiting time for food 

reduced from 10 minutes to 

40 seconds

▪ Improved customer satisfaction 

due to reduced queues and 

more convenient ordering and 

payment processes

▪ Ability for customers to 

choose quiet or busy time 

slots, depending on whether 

they want to socialize or 

spend time alone

▪ Cloud-based solution that 

can be scaled easily as the 

university grows

▪ Intuitive software development 

tools and guidance from SAP 

experts, supporting a customer-

centric design process
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SAP technologies used:

Date Number of users

Deployment status

Deployment

March 2020 6,000

POC

SAP product

Deployment status 

(live or proof of concept [POC]) Contribution to project

1 SAP Cloud Platform SDK for iOS POC Software development kit

2 SAP Cloud Platform Live
Cloud-based infrastructure for mobile app

3
Experience Management solutions from 

SAP 
POC Customer experience analysis

4 SAP Analytics Cloud POC Analysis of order and user preference data

5 SAP Cloud Platform Integration Suite Live Integration with on-premise systems

SAP MaxAttention™ SAP ActiveAttention™

If you have used one of the services or support offerings from SAP Digital Business Services during the implementation or 

deployment phase, please select with        one or more of the following offerings: 

SAP Value Assurance SAP Model Company

SAP Advanced Deployment 

Others:

X

SAP Innovation Services SAP Innovative Business Solutions

[Enter the service]
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The following advanced technologies were part of the project.

Advanced Technologies

Technology or use case Yes or No Contribution to project

1 3D printing

2 Blockchain

3 IoT Yes Planned facial recognition devices at food pickup points

4 Machine learning or AI Yes
Personalization of mobile app welcome screen according to 

purchase history

5 Conversational AI Yes
Planned chatbot functionality to enhance the customer 

experience

6 Robotic process automation

7 Data anonymization

8 Augmented analytics Yes Analysis of customer preference information 


